
“The interaction of the crossbase database and CadClick opens up completely 
new possibilities of data preparation and provision. Through the permanent 
exchange between the systems, we can ensure that all data is always up to 
date, everywhere.” 
Robert Einbock, Marketing Manager, CREATON GmbH

Based on the crossbase standard software, an individual PIM and crossmedia solution 
was implemented for CREATON. Creation of items takes place in crossbase in the 
product structure. The products are subsequently maintained with technical product 
features, texts and comprehensive product relationships. In the integrated MAM, 
images such as product and reference object photos and company-specific photos 
are maintained and assigned to the products. Since most product information is 
maintained at article group level, the inheritance concept is used.

The country-specific catalog price lists are produced automatically via crossbase and 
Adobe InDesign, controlling the country variants via the catalog assortment. As the 
layout of the price list tables is very complex and full automation was required, an 
individual, releasable software function was integrated. It is also possible to change 
the positioning of the product photos within the product tables in InDesign and 
save them permanently in the database. The image pages are laid out manually and 
also saved back via the bi-directional crossbase InDesign interface for updates and 
subsequent language changes. 

Image data is used in various online media and sales channels at home and abroad via 
the API server. The API server provides a Json/REST interface to provide information 
from the MAM and stream the files. The API server is also used to synchronize the 
data with the ERP system. 

crossbase provides data for internal systems such as SAP. XML or Excel files and media 
files are exported at the push of a button. In addition, the product information is 
offered for use in MS Word and PowerPoint.

THE INDIVIDUAL SOLUTION COMPONENTS
 y PIM with data import interface, extensive product features and relationships

 y Translation workflow

 y Image database/MAM

 y Catalog automation

 y Provision of data for SAP and other systems

 y Office integration (provision of product information with crossbase.office)

 y Online media service

 y API connection

SOLUTION DESCRIPTION

Type of company: 
Manufacturer  
Industry: 
Construction elements, building supplier  
Sales range: 
over 10,000 products 
Sales volume: 
approx. 185 million euros (2016)  
Number of employees : 
over 1,000  
ERP system : 
SAP 
 
Type of software:Standard software 
Type ofsolution: Individual solution 
 
CREATON AG 
D-86637 Wertingen 
 
Contact: 
Ms. Sabrina Haas 
(Project Manager)  
+49 8272 86-489 
sabrina.haas@creaton.de  
www.creaton.de

Company description 
CREATON AG, headquartered in Wertingen 
near Augsburg, is one of the largest German 
manufacturers of clay roof tiles. The company 
is the market leader in the field of plain tiles 
and one of the leading manufacturers of 
pressed roof tiles in Europe. More than 1,000 
employees work at 10 locations with 16 
plants. The majority shareholder of CREATON 
AG is the Belgian Etex Group.



APPLICATION MODULES USED

ERP interface Product database Media Asset  
Management

Text management Channel Output  
Management

Translation 
management

CMS / Website

Media service Print publishing Office connection Data export 
XML / Excel

API server

PRINTED AND DIGITAL MEDIA

Germany: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Otto-Lilienthal-Straße 36 I D-71034 Böblingen I office@crossbase.de I www.crossbase.de 
France: crossbase SARL | 27, rue de Châtillon | F-25048 Besançon cedex | office@crossbase.fr | www.crossbase.fr  

Austria: crossbase mediasolution GmbH I Konrad-Doppelmayr-Straße 15 I A-6922 Wolfurt I office@crossbase.at I www.crossbase.at


